
November 16, 2004 

Town of Cleveland 

Members present were Ed Stroinski, Harry Frosch, Ron Roth, Tony & Ruth Prasnicky, Mike 
Roiger, Bob Baker, Randy Mayer, Ray Mallo, Dave Giera, Francis Martin, Rudy Soper, Ray 
Sackmann, Rod Kropp, Allen Beadles and Daniel Hoffman. Also present were Scott 
Mildbrand, Ed Hamel, Deb Conway, Allen Kurth, Don Schindler, Amanda Miller, Arlen 
Albrecht, Sue Noland, and Larry Peterson.  Absent were Representatives from Grover and 
Lublin. 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Ed Stroinski at 8:00 PM.   Motion by Mike 
Roiger and seconded by Harry Frosch, to approve the minutes of the August 17, 2004 
meeting as mailed. Motion carried. 

Tonnages/Expenses:  The 3rd quarter and October volumes were reviewed. Volumes are 
down slightly but nothing significant.  

The balance in our account is currently $5100. We are hopeful there will be a balance to 
bring forward to 2005 and not require any shortfall assessments to the Municipalities. 

Big Boxes:  Administrator Larry Peterson reported there are various “big” boxes that have 
been put in some of the trailers.  The members present felt we should have just 4 boxes in 
front of each trailer and no more. We will have CRC put on hold for now and discuss again 
at the next meeting. 

Trailer Situation:  We would like to purchase 2 new trailers once we receive additional 
funds in 2005.  There are a couple of options we can go with. We can go 102" wide vs. 96" 
and 53' long vs. 48'. We hope to get good trailers for $2500 - $3000. Motion by Randy 
Mayer and seconded by Dan Hoffman to get longer and wider (102" X 53') trailers. Motion 
carried.             

Tire Collection:  We collected about half the volume of what we did in the past. We will 
need to discuss the collection program for 2005.  This matter will be put on the February 
agenda for a detailed discussion for the 2005 collection. 

Recycling Contract:          
a)   Letter from Deluxe: they indicated they would be interested if we would transport our 

trailers to Mosinee OR they would offer a recycling truck at each location and service 
each site once a moth for $450. (Authority declined this offer.) 

b)   Our letter to Commercial Recycling Corporation: (CRC) proposed to reduce mileage rate 
after 20 miles or to charge a "drop fee". 

c)   CRC response: stated they would go with a reduced fee of $4/loaded mile after 20 
miles. 

d)   Act on (CRC) proposal: Motion by Mike Roiger and seconded by Dan Hoffman to sign an 
Addendum to extend current recycling contract for another 3 years with rate change. 
Motion carried. (Chairman Stroinski signed Addendum.) 

Recycling Grant:  Administrator Peterson reported we submitted the basic grant 
application to the DNR for 2005 funds, but since we will merge we need to do the Long 
Form. The DNR gave us a month extension to complete the Long Form. The City of Medford 
and Joint Rib Lake merger is effective January 1, 2005. 



Recycling Efficiency Incentive Grant:  We anticipate receiving approximately  $10,000 
with Recycling Authority receiving approximately $5000 and two new partners receiving 
balance. 

Mini-Committee and Duties:  Administrator Peterson said we should set up a Mini 
Committee to discuss any concerns that may arise once the merger is in effect. He 
suggested a Representative each from the City, the Village, and the RA Chairman. Motion by 
Dan Hoffman and seconded by Ray Mallo to set up Mini Committee. Motion carried. 

Hammel Survey:  The Town of Hammel conducted a survey for 3 months to see what the 
usage was from their residents. It appears that only one-third of their households are 
recycling. The other households need to be made aware of the importance of recycling 
through the township to increase volumes. 

Brochure Reprint:  A copy of the current hours and days were reviewed.  Any changes 
should be given to us.  The What Can I Recycle sheets will be made more defined. Tire 
information on brochure will state dates and prices to be announced. Also, if any 
municipality needs modifications to the number of brochures they should let us know. The 
large laminated sheets will be redone to incorporate changes and put in trailers again. 

Problems/comments/concerns:  Light Load: the Browning trailer from August 16th had a 
light load of 3180 lbs. We currently have a policy that the Municipality pays half of 
transportation cost if less than 3500 lbs.  Motion by Dan Hoffman and seconded by Ray 
Mallo to enforce the policy and bill Browning half the transportation cost. Motion carried. 

The next meeting is scheduled for February 15, 2005 at Stetsonville. Motion to adjourn by 
Francis Martin and seconded by Randy Mayer. Motion carried.  

Susan Noland, Secretary 



August 17, 2004 

Town of Chelsea                                                             

Members present were Ed Stroinski, Harry Frosch, Ron Roth, Tony & Ruth Prasnicky, Scott 
Mildbrand, Mike Roiger, Bob Baker, Randy Mayer, Ray Mallo, Dave Giera, Francis Martin, 
Rudy Soper, Ray Sackmann and Daniel Hoffman. Also present were Ed Hamel, Deb Conway, 
Dennis Jensen, George Loock, John Fales, Ben Kauer, Gene Polacek, Arlen Albrecht, Sue 
Noland, and Larry Peterson.  Absent were Representatives from Goodrich, Grover, Jump 
River and Lublin. 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Ed Stroinski at 8:00 PM. Introduced were 
guests John Fales from City of Medford, and Ben Kauer & Gene Polacek from Joint Rib Lake.  
Motion by Harry Frosch and seconded by Ron Roth, to approve the minutes of the May 18, 
2004 meeting and the June 15 Ad Hoc meeting as mailed. Motion carried. 

Tonnages/Expenses:  The expenses were reviewed. A grant payment of $31,699 had 
been received by the DNR. Currently we have a balance of approximately $13,940 at the 
end of July.  The tonnages through June 2004 were reviewed. We are up from last quarter.  
To date we have collected  81 ton of recyclables. 

Bill received (Grover site):  Administrator Larry Peterson reported a bill was received 
from CRC to remove the Town of Grover trailer for yard to be graveled where recycling 
trailer is spotted. After discussion, motion by Dan Hoffmann, seconded by Harry Frosch, to 
have Grover pay the $128 bill to remove trailer for groveling yard. Motion carried. 

Little Black Agreement:  Administrator Peterson reported on the Ad Hoc Committee 
meeting that was held on June 15th to discuss Little Black re-signing their Recycling 
Agreement. Final outcome was that Little Black did sign for another year through December 
31, 2005.              

Tire Collection: The tire collections to date were discussed. The volumes are down 
significantly. There was a cost for all tires this year-no free tires. Hopefully the towns do not 
see tires left in road ditches. It was felt that a charge for tires should continue and no free 
ones in the future. Auburndale's new charge effective June 30th is $110/ton. Due to low 
volumes they also are billing by tire: $1.10 car, $5.50 truck & $11.00 tractor. Either way, 
the towns will not come out with what monies were collected from residents.  There is also 
another tire recycling company from Milwaukee that Mr. Mayer gave us information on and 
we will check with them on their costs. 

Recycling Contract:         Our Recycling contract will expire December 31, 2004 with 
Commercial Recycling. There is a clause in the contract that states contract can be extended 
by mutual agreement of both parties. Administrator Peterson asked if this was agreeable 
with Recycling Authority. Administrator talked to current contractor, and both Mr. Thomas & 
Mr. Deml are willing to extend current contract. 
 
Mr. Hoffman felt we should contact other contractors to see if they would be interested. Also 
brought up was the discrepancies in mileage figures. If mileage is reduced that would help 
us out, we will do some checking (specifically Stetsonville and Little Black.) 

Draft Agreement with Medford (city) & Joint Rib Lake:       The draft agreement with 
the City of Medford & Joint Rib Lake was discussed. John Fales, City of Medford and Ben 
Kauer and Gene Polacek, Joint Rib Lake, were present. 



Peterson indicated each entity would conduct their own recycling operations, but paperwork 
and grants would be combined to receive maximum grant dollars. 
Rib Lake indicated they were satisfied with draft agreement with minor changes that were 
made. The City had some concerns with #13 and #15 of agreement. 
Mr. Fales indicated the City wants to see a separate subcommittee made up of Recycling 
Authority Chairman and representative from Joint Rib Lake & City of Medford. This 
committee will meet once a year to discuss Table 1 in contract. 
Fales reported the City would be willing to go with a one-year contract and work out the 
final wording in #13 & #15 prior to another agreement signed. We will get final agreement 
out to Rib Lake and City for signing. 
Another concern of the City is that if other municipalities want to join, the current groups' 
monies would be reduced. He asked if other municipalities want to join that we would have 
to set a standard so the current members are not penalized their grant dollars. 
Motion to approve Ed Stroinski to sign contract with Joint Rib Lake and City of Medford for 
Recycling Authority by Mike Roiger and seconded by Dan Hoffman. Motion carried. 
  
Clean Sweep Statistics:  Second collection on July 15 in Rib Lake and Roosevelt/ Lublin 
was discussed. Statistics for both collections held in May & July 2004 were: 

17,398 lbs. waste 
3138 florescent tubes 
466 oil filters 
362 households served 
310 old appliances 
483 electronics 
203 batteries 
815 gallons waste oil 
miscellaneous scrap metal. 

This year was the most successful event we ever held. 

Problems/comments/concerns:    Administrator Peterson reported there are 2 trailers 
that are in for major repairs. One had a door that rotted and will cost approximately $600 to 
repair and another one has a rear control arm missing on axle that will cost approximately 
$350. 

The next meeting is scheduled for November 16, 2004 at Cleveland. Motion to adjourn at 
9:45 PM by Randy Mayer and seconded by Dan Hoffman. Motion carried. 

Sue Noland, Secretary 



June 15, 2004 

Recycling Authority - Ad Hoc Committee Meeting 
June 15, 2004 @ 7:30PM 
Courthouse - 1st Floor, West Entrance 

Present were Ed Stroinski, Randy Mayer, Scott Mildbrand, Ray Mallo, Dan Hoffman, Arlen 
Albrecht, Larry Peterson and Sue Noland. 

Meeting was called to order at 7:45 PM.  The purpose of the meeting was to discuss options 
for assessing costs for Little Black’s recycling operations. 

Mayer and Hoffman indicated they met with the Centennial Hall’s Board to request the use 
of the site for recycling/garbage collection.  The 3 sites of Little Black, Stetsonville and Deer 
Creek would combine at this site with at least 2 trailers thus having 3 site attendants rather 
than 5 per week; expecting the trailers to be 100% full; and if a third trailer is used, fill it 
with tin.  The Centennial Hall Board is favorable with this proposal, but fencing, gates and a 
shed with electric for the attendants would have to be built.  Also, the issue of liability 
insurance would have to be discussed. 

Another concern Little Black (Hoffman) had was to segregate “his” grant monies for just 

Little Black’s use and not be used for other municipality shortfalls.  He also suggested they 

be a separate consortium the same as Medford and Jt. Rib Lake may be. 

One issue that is being detained due to Little Black’s not signing a recycling agreement is 
the City of Medford is waiting for their decision before they agree to join the Taylor County 
Recycling Authority group.  Ed Stroinski suggested we run the program as we have in the 
past for one year and then evaluate the money situation.  Taylor County Recycling is a 
cooperative and we hope that it does not become “yours” and “mine”, but remain “ours”. 

After much discussion, Scott Mildbrand made a motion to stay together as currently are 
(including Little Black) for another year, have Medford and Jt. Rib Lake join and see what 
happens with the budget surplus that will be acquired by all parties involved, seconded by 
Ray Mallo.  Motion carried.  Also, it was the concensus to keep the tires at a fee for 
collection for future events. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:10 PM. 

Susan Noland, Secretary 



May 

Tuesday, May 18, 2004 
  
Roosevelt/Lublin Site  

Members present were Ed Stroinski, Harry Frosch, Ron Roth, Ray Halopka, Ruth Schimke, 
Tony & Ruth Prasnicky, Scott Mildbrand, Bob Baker, Randy Mayer, Ray Mallo, Joe Sweda, 
Allen Beadles, Dave Giera and Daniel Hoffman. Also present were Ed Hamel, Deb Conway, 
Rudy Soper, Donald Walworth, Maureen Russell, Arlen Albrecht, Sue Noland, and Larry 
Peterson.  Absent were Representatives from Goodrich (excused), Grover and Pershing. 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Ed Stroinski at 8:00 PM.  Motion by 
Ron Roth and seconded by Rudy Soper, to approve the minutes of the February 17, 
2004 meeting as mailed. Motion carried. 

Certificate of Appreciation:  Chairman Stroinski presented Ruth Prasnicky a certificate of 
appreciation for years of service as secretary to the Recycling Authority from July 1998 to 
November 2003.  Ruth’s great work and service was greatly appreciated. 

Tonnages & Expenses:   Administrator Larry Peterson reviewed the tonnages for the 1st 
quarter and April. The tonnages are up compared to the 1st quarter of 2003.  

Expenses were reviewed. Currently we are approximately $11,000 in hole.  We should 
receive approximately $30,000 in June. We hope to be close to zero balance at end of year 
since no free tires will be allowed this year. 

Clean Sweep 2004:        Clean Sweep was held on May 8th in Medford and Gilman. It was 
an extremely busy day with actual collection starting at 8:45 rather than 9:30 and was busy 
until noon in Medford.  There was a total of 12,877 pounds collected. In the past, we 
averaged 4000 - 6000 pounds of Household Hazardous Waste, but this May we collected 
over 12,000 pounds at this weekend event. There were 171 vehicles served, 2544 
fluorescent tubes, 152 lead acid batteries, 600 gallons of waste oil, 316 oil filters, 242 old 
appliances and 483 electronics were collected.  It is felt that a tremendous amount of 
electronics came in because the electronics were free due to grant money. It was a very 
successful event! 

Little Black Agreement:   Administrator reported that Little Black's Recycling Cooperative 
Agreement will expire on December 31, 2004. Mr. Hoffman says it has cost the Little Black 
residents $5,000 per year to recycle when he adds in site attendant costs.  Actual costs for 
expenses and revenues were reviewed based on a per capita basis.  Some town overpaid 
and some underpaid.  Hoffman proposed the Little Black, Deer Creek and Stetsonville sites 
be joined as one site with 2 trailers for the 3 municipalities. This would save money on site 
attendants. This will be further discussed by parties involved. 

After a lengthy discussion, it was suggested that an Ad Hoc group be set up to discuss this 
situation. Motion by Joe Sweda to have Chairman appoint 5 people from Recycling Authority 
to meet with Larry Peterson and Arlen Albrecht to come up with alternatives,  seconded by 
Robert Baker. Motion carried. Chairman Stroinski appointed himself, Randy Mayer, Dan 
Hoffman, Ray Mallo and Scott Mildbrand to work with Larry Peterson and Arlen Albrecht. 

Other Municipalities to join Recycling Authority:     Albrecht and Peterson met with 
Joint Rib Lake and the City of Medford about joining the Recycling Authority to acquire the 
$100,000 funds in grant money. If these 2 municipalities join they would run their program 



the same as they currently are, but Recycling Authority would do the bookkeeping and grant 
application. Larry and Arlen are working on a contract/agreement with these municipalities.  
If they do join the Taylor County Recycling Authority, a decision will have to be made by 
September before grant application is submitted, with an effective date of 1-1-05. 

Tire Collection:  The tire collection will occur in July and August.  We will start in the West 
and go East.  There will be no free tires this year.  The type of trailer (closed or clam) was 
discussed.  Towns should report to Sue Noland which they prefer.  The municipalities should 
collect and retain the money from collection.  Once the collection is complete the County will 
invoice each Municipality for its costs. 

Problems/comments/concerns:    Administrator reported Commercial Recycling 
Corporation contract expires December 31, 2004. We will be putting specs together to be 
reviewed/discussed at the August meeting.  

The next meeting is scheduled for August 17, 2004 at Chelsea Town Hall. Motion to adjourn 
at 10:00 PM by Joe Sweda and seconded by Dan Hoffman. Motion carried. 

Sue Noland, Secretary 



February 

Tuesday, February 17, 2004 

Taylor County Courthouse, Ground Floor Conference Room 

Members present were Ed Stroinski, Rudy Soper, Harry Frosch, Ron Roth, Ray Sackman, 
Francis Martin, Ruth Schimke, Tony Prasnicky, Mike Roiger, Rod Kropp, Bob Baker, Randy 
Mayer and Ray Mallo. Also present were Scott Mildbrand, Ed Hamel, Bryan Jochimsen, Alton 
Seeger, Myron Brooks, William Dmytro, Dan Romanowski, Arlen Albrecht, Sue Noland, and 
Larry Peterson.  Absent were Representatives from Grover and Maplehurst. 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Ed Stroinski at 8:00 PM.  Motion by Ron Roth 
and seconded by Harry Frosch, to approve the minutes of the November 18, 2003 meeting 
as mailed. Motion carried. 

Letter of Resignation:  Ruth Prasnicky resigned as of the November meeting. She was 
Secretary from July 1998 to November 2003. She did a good job and her hard work is 
greatly appreciated. 

Tonnages & Expenses:  Administrator Larry Peterson reported the tonnages are down 
approximately 1½ tons from 2002 overall. The group briefly discussed the new policy set for 
light loads. In looking at the statistics, there shouldn't be a problem with this policy in most 
cases. Peterson reported there is currently a deficit of $4600.00, but with the final 
Municipality shortfall payment and partial administrative costs turned back in, we will end 
up balancing the books to a -$0- balance. Also discussed was the tremendous expense to do 
the tire collection. With the change for this year of charging for each tire and not allowing 
any free ones, we should be able to stay within our limits for the regular recycling. 

Shortfall assessment:  Peterson reported all have been paid. These dollars were put back 
into 2003 books. No further action necessary. 

Clean Sweep 2004:  Proposed dates and places were discussed. In the past, we held an all 
day event in Medford or Stetsonville in May and split East to West sites in July. This year we 
are looking at splitting the May 8th collection to be Medford in the AM and Gilman in the PM 
and the July 15 collection with Rib Lake in the AM and Lublin in the PM. More information 
will be sent to each Municipality for their Annual Meeting. 

Servicing Trailers by Commercial Recycling Corporation:  Administrator asked if there 
have been problems on servicing trailers by Commercial Recycling Corporation (CRC).  No 
problems were reported from any involved parties. Also discussed was the fact that our 
current contract will expire on December 31, 2004 with CRC. We will need to address this 
later this summer and start advertising for bids. 

Site Snowplowing:  Administrator questioned if any Municipality is having trouble keeping 
the sites cleared with the amount of snow we were getting, so there are no problems 
getting the trailers in and out. Everyone feels all has been going good. 

Alternatives for other Municipalities to join Recycling Authority:  Albrecht and 
Peterson questioned if they should pursue trying to recruit new members to our Recycling 
Authority so we can receive the $100,000 grant dollars if we have 75% of Taylor County 
population. Albrecht prepared a scenario showing the funding we would receive and the 
distribution of extra funds received on a per capita basis if City of Medford and Joint Rib 



Lake joined. An optimum program would be to have as close as possible to 75% of 
population in order for each municipality to receive maximum dollars allocation. 

The conditions for joining the Recycling Authority were passed out. Discussed was the fact 
that other municipalities had to purchase a trailer to join. The proposal discussed was 
allowing these 2 entities to join and allow them to run with their current program, since it is 
established. It is a win/win situation for all with the extra dollars that would be received. 
The Municipality would have to turn their records into us for completing applications, 
reports, etc. Motion by Mike Roiger to negotiate with City of Medford and Joint Rib Lake, 
seconded by Randy Mayer. Motion carried. Ed Stroinski will appoint a group to deal with 
negotiations. The final decision will be approved by the full Recycling Authority. 

Problems/comments/concerns:  There was a concern about light loads if there is a lot of 
plastic. It appears the average weights for plastic range from 300 - 500 pounds a load. We 
will have to address this on an individual basis if it becomes a problem. It currently appears 
it shouldn't be. 

The next meeting is scheduled for May 18, 2004 at Roosevelt/Lublin site. Motion to adjourn 
at 9:15 PM by Mike Roiger and seconded by Rod Kropp. Motion carried. 

Sue Noland, Secretary 
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